
Sun	in	Leo/Moon	in	Cancer:	
	

Gallant	
 
You have a keen sensitivity and compassion for others. You are a creative, open 
minded and extremely emotional person and with the proper motivation you can 
achieve anything if you have the ambition. The one thing you lack, unfortunately, is 
precisely that. You may very well settle for far less than you are able to accomplish 
because of your total self-acceptance and inability to question yourself. You do not 
feel the obligation to verify your importance to the world like most Leos. Your best gift 
is accepting yourself. People think well of you because you think well of yourself and 
you are self-assured and confident. For your overall contentment, a tranquil and 
secure home life is very important. You need the reassurance and strength of a home 
base like all natives of the Moon in Cancer. You are very proud of your partner and 
children because you are family-oriented and they help verify your existence. You are 
aware of how to give and take in love and you are very romantic and idealistic. Before 
you eventually select a partner and settle down, your inborn curiosity will no doubt 
lead you through many romantic affairs. You are in jeopardy of adopting a feeling of 
self-satisfied complacency, since your nature does not have the hang-ups and inner 
turmoil that curse so many others. That which is pleasant interests you more than that 
which is gratifying and you are too easily contented. Therefore, your special abilities 
are unused and your creative possibilities often lie undeveloped and are not available 
for you or for others to tap. A strength and a weakness about you is your pride which 
helps overcome obstacles and self-esteem and reinforces your inner strength on the 
one hand, but it also leads to arrogance on the other hand. Your goals in life need re-
examining and you need to ask whether your talents are really being used. Do you 
have a career that will help bring about a good future? Your mind's eye and originality 
are more matched to creative endeavors, particularly in the area of theater and the 
visual arts. However, you have the allure, instinct, and subtlety to give you an 
excellent business aptitude. Religion also attracts many Leo-Cancers and some find 
themselves drawn to charitable work, spending a lot of time helping the handicapped 
or needy. Psychology, counseling, teaching and running a charitable organization are 
excellent professions for Leo-Cancers. 
  


